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IN  THE  COURT  OF  THE  PRINCIPAL  MAGISTRATE, 
:::::::::  JUVENILE JUSTICE BOARD: BONGAIGAON  :::::::::

JJB Case No. 01-2013 (GR CASE No. 77/2010).       
U/S.353 IPC R/W 25(1)(a) Arms Act.

                                                        State of Assam
      -Vs-

          Sri Jisoya Champranary.
                               

Present:  Sri A. U. Ahmed, AJS
               Principal Magistrate,
               Juvenile Justice Board,
               B  ongaigaon.  

Name of the informant:
               Mr. Balwant Raj
               Son of Lt Tarachand

     Dogra Regiment, Camp at Kajalgaon
               PS-Dhaligaon
               Dist-Chirang.
Advocates appeared:
               For the Prosecution: Mr.T. Bhowmick, Assistant PP.
               For the Defence:  Mr.M. Kalita.

Argument heard on: 05.12.2013.
Judgment pronounced & delivered on: 05.12.2013.

J   U   D   G   M   E  N   T

        1.             The prosecution case in brief is that on 15-02-2010 at 2:00 

PM  while 156 Bn of CRPF and police jointly were patrolling in the 

area of Bamangaon, the juvenile and Sri Rankha Narjary came in a 

motor cycle. At that time the juvenile was signaled to stop the motor 

for routine checking, the juvenile tried to flee away by disobeying 

signal and to fire with a pistol he was carrying. The   informant and 

others police personnel managed to apprehend the juvenile and his 
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accomplice. They recovered one 7.65 mm pistol and six 9.65 rounds 

ammunition along with a motor cycle from the accused persons. On 

the same day the informant lodged a written ejahar with Sidli Police 

Station  to  that  effect.  On receipt  of  the  written  ejahar,  Sidli  PS  

registered a criminal under sections 121/121A/353 IPC R/W 25(1)

(a) Arms  Act  R/W 10/13  UA(P)  Act  and  started  investigation.  On  

completion of investigation, the charge sheet was submitted under  

sections 353/34 IPC R/W 25(1)(a) Arms Act against the juvenile and 

Sri Rankha Narjary. The case of the juvenile has come to the JJB,  

Bongaigaon for trial. Hence the prosecution case has come up.        

2.                   On completion of appearance, copy was furnished to 

the juvenile.   The particulars  of  the  offence U/Ss.  353 IPC/  25(1)(a) 

Arms Act was duly explained to the juvenile to which he pleaded not 

guilty and claimed to be tried.    

     

3.              During trial, prosecution has examined as many as 4(four) 

prosecution witnesses in support of its case.  The juvenile has been 

examined  U/S.313  CrPC.  Defence  has  examined  none.  Plea  of 

defence is of total denial.

4.                             : POINT FOR DETERMINATION :

             (a) Whether the juvenile committed the offence under 
                   section 353 IPC/25(1) (a) Arms Act?

5.                      : DECISION AND REASONS THEREOF:
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         We  have  very  carefully  gone  through  the 

arguments duly advanced by the Ld. Lawyers of both sides as 

well as evidence on record. In the very beginning the Ld. Lawyer
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appearing  on  behalf  of  the  juvenile  has  contended  that  the 

prosecution  has  failed  to  prove  its  case  against  the  juvenile 

beyond all reasonable doubts. On the other the Ld. Assistant PP 

refuting  the  aforesaid  submission  has  submitted  that  the 

prosecution  has  succeeded  in  establishing  its  case.  Prior  to 

rebutting  the  rival  submissions  of  both  sides  it  would  be 

appropriate to analyze the evidence on record. Hence I like move 

on to evidence on record.

6.                       PW1 is Sri Atul Islary and PW2 is Sri Binod Narjary. 

PW1  has  stated  that  that  after  occurrence  army  picked  up  the 

juvenile  from the  village.  PW2 has stated that  he  was not  aware 

about the occurrence.

7.                       PW3 is Sri Raj Kumar Singh who examined the seized 

pistol and ammunitions. He has stated that on examination he found 

that the seized pistol was a handmade live pistol and that the seized 

ammunitions  were  live.  Ext1  is  his  report  and  Ext1(1)  is  his 

signature.

8.                     PW4 is Sri Lal Mohan Gowalla who is the investigating 

officer. He has stated in his testimony on 15-02-2010 at 2:00 PM 

while he was doing light vehicles checking duty with his staff and 

Army at Bamungaon tri-junction, two boys came in a motor cycle. 

At that time army gave signal to the boys to stop the motor cycle. 

But the boys defying signal advanced. Again while the army on duty 

intercepted the motor, one boy was supposed to flee away and the 
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said  boy  was  apprehended  by  the  army  after  chasing.  The  army 

found a pistol and six round ammunitions from the said boy was the 

juvenile. At the time of that occurrence he was 50 meters away from 

the PO. He seized a country made pistol, six round ammunitions and 

a  motor  cycle  from  the  juvenile  vide  Ext2  and  Ext2(1)  is  his 

signature. On
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receipt of a written ejahar from Balwant Raj, he registered a criminal 

case and kept the same in his file for investigation. On completion of 

investigation,  he  submitted  charge-sheet  under  section  353 

IPC/25(1)(a) of the Arms Act against the juvenile and the rest.

9.                      Ext2 is the seizure list which shows that SI Sri L. M. 

Gowalla seized one 7.65 mm country made pistol, 6 rounds 7.65 mm 

live ammunition and a motor cycle bearing Registered No. AS-19/B-

5642 from the juvenile in presence of Sri Balwant Raj, Puran Singh, 

Munu  Basumatary  and  Tonny  Basumatary.  The  prosecution  has 

failed to make the seizure witnesses turned up for deposition. Ext2 is 

silent as to where and when it was prepared. PW4 has stated that at 

the time of occurrence was on vehicle checking duty at Bamangaon 

with Army and standing about 50 meters away from the PO. The fact 

remains that the investigating officer was a material witness and as 

such he would have been a witness. It has been submitted that it is 

an unbelievable story that two boys defied the signal given by an 

Army Troop. He has further submitted that It is also not believable 

that two boys took out a pistol for firing the Army personnel who 

were armed with sophisticated arms. The ejahar is silent regarding 

presence  of  PW4  in  the  PO.  Considering  all  aspects  in  my 

considered opinion, the evidence of PW4 needs to be corroborated 
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and  supported  by  independent  reliable  witnesses.  We  find  the 

evidence not free from doubt.

10.                    In the result, we find that the prosecution has 

failed to prove its case against the juvenile in conflict with law 

beyond all  reasonable doubts.  Hence on benefit of doubts, the 

juvenile  is  hereby  acquitted  from the  charge  brought  against 

him and let him set at liberty forthwith. This Court is not aware 

of
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disposal of the case of the rest co-accused person whose case is 

pending  in  the  ordinary  criminal  court.   Necessary  order 

regarding disposal of seized articles will be passed on disposal of 

the  case  of  the  rest  co-accused  person.  The  bail  bond stands 

cancelled.  Accordingly this case is disposed of on contest. 

11.                             The Judgment is pronounced and delivered in the  

open court on this 5  th   December, 2013   under our hands and seal of 

this Court.   

                                                                      (Sri A.U. Ahmed)
                              Principal Magistrate

                                                                        JJB,Bongaigaon

       

                      (Sri Dulal Ch. Basak) 
           Member
    JJB, Bongaigaon     
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                                                                    (Smt. Ranu Choudhury) 
           Member
   JJB, Bongaigaon     

  Dictated and Corrected by me……

                         

          (Sri A. U. Ahmed) 
        Principal Magistrate

           JJB, BONGAIGAON.
 

  
                                                                                                             Contd...P/6.

: A  N  N  E  X  U   R  E :

Prosecution Examined:

a) PW1:Sri Atul Islary.
b) PW2: Sri. Binod Narjary. 
c) PW3:Sri Raj Kumar Singh. 

d) PW4: Sri.L.M. Gowalla(IO).

Prosecution Exhibited:
a) Ext1: Photocopy of Armour Report.
b) Ext2: Photocopy of Seizure list.

       
Defence Examined and Exhibited: Nil.
  

                                                                          (Sri A.U. Ahmed)
                               Principal Magistrate

                                                                          JJB,Bongaigaon  .  

    ******


